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From the Chair
Kia Ora everyone!

Thank you to everyone who contributed! There
are many good ideas and suggestions, and I
have started writing, and hope to finish that this
month.

Spring is here! Isn’t it wonderful? I’ve been busy
sowing and preparing my garden for planting.
While most of it will be edible vegetables and
fruit, I do plant for soap making as well. I have
calendula flowers every year, which I use to
infuse in oil. Likewise, I grow chamomile, both
the German and the Roman kind, to infuse,
because the essential oils are so costly.
However, there are also some flowers that I
plant, purely for cosmetic reasons. I love
cornflowers, especially the blue ones, and I use
the petals to decorate the tops of the soaps.
Cornflowers come in a range of different
colours, not just blue. You can get pink, purple,
white, magenta and even red. They’re easy to
grow, and the key is picking the flowers as soon
as they bloom, to encourage more flowers.
Violas are also pretty. Just make sure you dry all
the flowers, fresh flowers will go mouldy. If you
have any particular flower or plant that you
grow especially for your soaps, let us know.
We’d love to hear your experiences and tips!

There has also been a few committee changes.
Shaz Davis has resigned from her position as
secretary. I want to thank her for all the work she
has done over the last year! She racked up so
many hours in her triple position as secretary,
newsletter editor, and insurance liaison that it
was getting too much - and very
understandably so. Jodi Humphries is our new
secretary, and I want to thank her for stepping
up to that role.
Other news from the committee: The
accreditation subcommittee is working on a
project plan and risk assessment. It is more
involved than initially predicted, and we are also
looking at getting legal advice. Our social
media team has been busy as you should see
the NZSMA content on Facebook, Instagram
and other social media.

NZSMA is very close to 100 members! At the
time of writing, we have 94 members. A big
warm welcome to our newest members!

Membership cards were a discussion point at
the last meeting, due to some inquiries from
members, but the committee decided that at
this point, NZSMA is too small to justify the cost
and time involved.

Your committee is still hard at work for you, but
you will notice things will quieten down a little
over the next months due to the busiest season
of the year: Christmas! Most will have already
started planning, preparing, and making soaps
for the coming season. After a dreadful dreary
and cooped-up winter, at least that’s what it felt
like for me here in Auckland, I can’t wait for the
Christmas markets happening again! I have a
feeling that they’ll be very, very busy this year.
So make sure to book your markets!

You can always see the latest minutes on our
website. One of our goals is to be completely
transparent for our members, so you will always
be kept up to date with what is going on.
In the meantime, take care, be safe and keep on
soaping!
Nga mihi nui,

Last month, I asked for feedback for what we
can put in the community information section.

Jackie
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Meet the team behind The Sourcery
What lead to opening a business that
supplies the soap making industry?

effects ingredients for films, taxidermy and
fabrics.

We previously had another business making
natural cleaning, skincare and laundry products
but we had to move out of our house for EQC
repairs, and we had to sell off raw materials as
we couldn't run the business in the rental we
were moving into. We were amazed to see the
demand for ingredients, so we kept doing it, and
in under a year, The Sourcery sales overtook the
other business, which had been going for 10
years.

What do you like most about your business?

How long have you been in operation?

Do you make soap or other interesting
products?

Hearing about and seeing the amazing products
our customers make! And seeing their
businesses grow.

What part of your business gives you the
most grey hairs?
Couriers!

Since 2016

We have in the past, but with a young family
we're a bit short of time, so we enjoy making a
few fun crafts with our kids like bath bombs, melt
& pour soaps, or slime. But we can never resist
trying out new products or samples when they
come in.

How has your business evolved?
It has grown super-fast... almost too fast!! We
started out mostly selling to soap makers, but we
have expanded into other areas like candles,
skincare, cleaning products, beekeeping, special
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Do you have another job on the side?

What advice do you have for new soap
makers?

Martin does, in contract manufacturing, but my
focus is on The Sourcery as well as our family of
course.

Keep it simple and get the basics right. You don't
need to use eight different oils and three butters
in your first soap recipe! Do a simple recipe first
and then move to more complicated recipes
once you have mastered the basics.

What plans do you have for the future?
We would like to become more eco-friendly,
which is something we are working on at the
moment. Also as it's mainly Glenda doing the
day to day packing off, shipping and general
office work (with the assistance of Beau the
Spoodle, aka The Sourceress's Apprentice) it
would be nice to be big enough to have a parttimer to take some of the load at some point in
the future.

What ingredients are becoming more
popular, and why?
The demand for palm-free ingredients is
growing rapidly as people become more
educated and eco-conscious - ingredients for
palm-free shampoo and conditioner bars like
BTMS, stearic acid and glycerine.

What is unique about your service?

What product or products in your range are
you most excited about?

I think it is our personal experience in making
products, our ability to source almost anything
and our supplier relationships. It helps that
Martin is a formulation chemist too!!

Our new NZ-made Hydrosols! Really versatile
products with awesome properties. They will be
added to the website shortly - Lavender, Manuka
and Kanuka to start with...

What do you do outside of shop hours?
We have just built a new house after being in an
earthquake damaged house for eight years... so
loving that!! However, most spare time is going
into finishing the landscaping, and the final
touches, as well as exploring the new
neighbourhood with our young family.

What is your favourite soap ingredient?
With a young family with sensitive skin issues, we
love Shea butter!

How has Covid-19 affected your business?
Drastically - we had a 99% drop in sales during
lockdown, and whilst sales have bounced back,
we are not yet back at pre-Covid-19 levels. Sadly
a lot of our soap making customers have lost
retail sales, and with expos and the like being
cancelled, this has really hit them hard.

This is Beau - The Apprentice
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Tips and Tricks with NZSMA
Most extruder sets come with a standard range
of 20 discs which can be used to create long
small embeds on their own in combinations. The
disc shapes aren’t too exciting (said tear drop
plus a square, circle, half circle, rectangle,
triangle and various thickness of “spaghetti”).

EASY TEAR DROPS
Did you know that there is an easy way to
achieve the tear drop or rain drop look in your
soap?
The hard way is to use a squeeze bottle and
hope you have the right nozzle size and squeeze
consistently as you move the bottle along the
length of the mould at a consistent depth in the
batter. Like all skills, it takes either luck or a fair
bit of practice to get a consistent result.

Some fancier models, like Makin or Walnut, have
a range of extra discs that you can buy. Makin
has two sizes of stars and Walnut has an adaptor
set with one each of a heart, butterfly and
flower-shaped disc.

So what is the easy method?

It’s also possible to get someone with a 3D
printer to print a disc with a specific design to fit
your extruder tool - so the easy embed option
gets even more exciting with a little imagination
and planning.

Soap dough and a clay extruder tool!
You screw the press bar up, cram some soap

QUICK SOAP DOUGH CHEAT
For some soap dough techniques you need your
dough to be just the right consistency. If you’re
aiming for a complicated design it might be best
to use a specific soap dough recipe… but the
good news is that extruding a tear drop shape
doesn’t fall into the complicated category.
You can pinch a little bit of batter from your
normal recipe and pop it into a ziplock bag or
any suitable airtight container and use it as soap
dough when you are ready. I always keep the
batter scraped from pouring jugs and mixing
bowls and bag them for small dough projects.

dough into the extruder tube, select the tear
drop shaped disc and screw that on - and then
proceed to extrude a long stripe of tear-dropshaped dough.

I’ve successfully extruded tear drops from batter
where the fragrance accelerated and left me
with soap on stick which I bagged. It took a bit
of persuasion to get it malleable but it extruded
perfectly, even though it was too stiff to use
successfully in small individual fondant moulds.
Speaking of small fondant moulds - they are
great for soap dough too and can be used to
embellish the tops of your soaps.

Straighten your extruded tear-drop-stripe out on
a board and let it firm up a little. Cut to mould
length pieces and place in your mould during
your pour. Be careful to orientate the drop
correctly and the job is done! It is usually light
enough to remain buoyant in the soap batter,
staying in place as you pour more batter around
and over the embed.
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Meet your NZSMA Committee Skye Shaddix - one of the founding members of NZSMA

How long have you been making soap, and
how did you get started?

What is your typical soaping day/week like?
Typical... erm no two weeks are remotely the
same. Lots of making, cutting, labelling packaging
and posting. With a dusting of paperwork.

I initially started making melt and pour soaps for
friends Christmas gifts in 2016, so coming up four
years.

Pre Covid there was also a lot of carting soaps to
and from local markets. I don't drive so I have to
enlist the help of friends with cars.

What inspires you to create?
The joy on people's faces when they pick up a bar
to smell, the feedback from people who haven't
used bar soaps in years as they react badly to
commercial stuff but find handmade soap to be
wonderful

What do you like about the work you do?
I could never do a sit in an office job, soap making
allows me to be creative, have work flexibility and
make products people love. It also allows me to
be able to donate to some super amazing
charities in a range of ways.

Why did you become involved in NZSMA?
I'm terrible at putting my hand up for far too many
things, but I saw it as an opportunity to learn and
share my knowledge around soap making. And to
help weed out the soap making cowboys that
make it harder for the rest of us.

What do you dislike the most?
Clean up! Im not a neat freak at all so cleaning
and tidying is not a favourite past time that's for
sure.

Who or what are your inspirations?

What is the most common misconception
people have about what you do?

I like to keep my bars fairly simple most of the
time, I find inspiration from the fragrance or
essential oil I’m using, but sometimes I like to
mess with people like with my orange coloured
lavender bar.

That it's a simple process, or that anyone can do it.
I always challenge people to give it a go and see
what they say. Most of them give up after one
batch.

What types of products do you make?

What advice would you give to makers starting
their business?

Far too many, Soap, shampoo and conditioner
bars, shaving soap, beard oil, beard balm, beard
wash, soy candles, soy wax melts, bath salts,
bathbombs... and the odd custom request like
face cream.

Plan, plan. Plan. Make SMART goals but don't beat
yourself up if things out of your control happen
(like Covid killing all the markets for at least half of
2020). Find your target market!
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What advice would you give newbies?

What are your goals and dreams for the
future?

Test several recipes, likely the first one you find
won’t be what you end up sticking with, learn
what each oil, butter and additive will add to
the soap.

To eventually have my own manufacturing area
and a retail shop or two somewhere. I still want
to be able to say everything is small batch
made.

What are your favourite moulds?

QUICK FACT BOX

Big slab moulds! They are far more time
effective if you are making less finicky designs.

Favourite ingredient?

What are some of your other hobbies and
interests?
Im a big superhero nerd, plus animals are pretty
amazing!

Shea Butter. I use it in just about all my
soaps. It adds a nice hardness to the
bar as well as leaves the skin feeling
lovely.

What is your number one soap making tip?

Favourite fragrance?

Prep everything. And if something doesn't feel
right it usually isn’t.

There are far too many amazing ones,
but I always default back to
peppermint

How do you balance work and family?

Favourite colour?

Family, what is this word? Haha but honestly I
don't, soap and my business takes up most of
my life (and house right now). But I’m okay with
that.

Black Iron Oxide or Ultramarine Blue.
Just don't microwave Oxides (I may
have learnt that the hard way)
Favourite tool?
Good old, handy dandy spatula.
Where would we be without it?
Early bird or night owl?
Neither and both. I prefer night time,
but I can be an early bird if needed.
But then again, I like to be tucked up
in bed by 11pm.

Follow Skye on
Instagram here
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August Soap Challenge Club

by: Skye Shaddix

I was lucky enough to win an entry into the
August Soap Challenge Club from the July
Newsletter. Now I wouldn't usually do
anything like this as I generally make quite
plain-looking soaps but thought it would be
cool to give it a go, so I entered and was
awarded the chance to participate through a
random draw.
August's Challenge was right up my
wheelhouse, combining layers and a drop
swirl plus at least one other design element
for the advanced makers' category (those
who have been soaping more than a year or
who have made more than 50 batches of
soap). I do several layered soaps, and drop
swirls are a design classic.

Then comes the fun of design math. I like to treat
every layer as a separate batch of soap; that way,
I can ensure its all equal and sets as I want it to.
Batch 1 is a two colour broken layer, batch 2 and
3 are just plain green layers, and then the fun
begins.
Batch 4 is a two-colour in the pot swirl, one dark
blue and one lighter blue. Batch 5 and 6 are the
black and white drop swirls. There is also a
hidden gold mica drizzle poured before the
drop swirls were added.

First, we come up with a design, pick a fragrance
that behaves well enough to set layers, doesn't
discolour yet still gives enough time to do a
drop swirl and my third design element. For this
soap, I picked Aphrodisiac from Zen Designs.
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Working with a slab mould that holds 32300g
worth of oils means that I can have decent
sized batches, while not having to work at a
fast pace to avoid early tracing.

2) Pre-planning helps, but when it comes to it,
soap will behave how it wants to - so be
prepared to change things on the fly.

As with all challenges, there was a bit of
learning that occurred while making this:

3) Greens are weird. I panicked a bit when
they all went an olive colour with the addition
of the lye water solution.

1) DO NOT add Black Iron Oxide (or any other
oxide colourants) to oils that you are
microwaving. There was lots of smoke.
Thankfully I caught it in time. My microwave
came out fine; I just lost a small batch of oils
and had a mad panic clean up job.

Ultimately I did not win any prizes in the
challenge. However, I had a great time making
something slightly out of my normal realm. I
don't think I will be adding this design to my
usual line up, but I do quite like the fragrance
and think it suits a green soap.
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Your Christmas fragrance guide
It's probably less than two months before shops shake the dust off their Christmas
decorations, so the festive season is almost upon us. That means that soap makers
should be planning and making their Christmas range come September.
To help you along, here are some of the Christmas fragrances available from our
discount partners, Zen Designs and Pure Nature, along with some festive-themed essential oils to
consider for your Christmas range.

Some tips

Zen Designs

Light discolouration can be countered with
titanium dioxide. Add up to one teaspoon of
titanium dioxide (diluted if your titanium dioxide
dissolves in water) to 1000g oils and mix it in with
your stick blender before adding the lye.

Aspen winter - Crisp citrus blends with an
abundance of warm winter spices of clove and
cinnamon with sweet vanilla. Accelerates and
discolours to dark brown. Currently out of stock.

Vanillin is the biggest culprit for discolouration.
Depending on the vanillin content of the
fragrance, the shade can range from a light beige
to a dark brown.
Vanillin discolouration inhibitors are a temporary
fix and only work for a few months. They don't
stop discolouration; they only slow it down.
One trick to working with scents that discolour is
to add fragrance to part of the batter, selecting
the darker colours. This trick can sometimes also
only be a temporary fix; often the scent (and
discolouration) will creep into the unscented part
over time.

Christmas cabin - A blend of bayberries and
cranberries with a top note of freshly crushed
cinnamon bark with hints of orange zests.
Accelerates and discolours to a light caramel. In
stock.
Christmas time - Top notes of orange peel and
cranberry sauce, fl ying nicely into middle notes of
cinnamon sticks and ground cloves with base
notes of evergreen and pine cones. Accelerates
and discolours to beige. In stock.
Frankincense & myrrh - A blend of frankincense
and myrrh with balsam, spice, patchouli and
sandalwood. Accelerates and discolours to
brown. In stock.

If your fragrance accelerates, add and mix it in at
the very last moment before pouring. If you are
doing swirl designs, add the fragrance to the base
colour and leave the contrast colours unscented.

Frosted pine cones - A fresh blend of
herbaceous pine and spruce, combined with
notes of rosemary, carnation, cedar and hints of
spice. Heavy acceleration, discolours to light tan,
and strong scent. In stock.

Remember, if you need more time, you can slow
the reaction by lowering the temperature and
adding a little bit more water to your lye solution.
Also use less butters, as they tend to accelerate;
and consider adding sunflower oil, which tends to
slow trace.

Gingerbread - A spiced cookie, with a freshly
baked character with hints of vanilla, nutmeg,
cinnamon and ginger. Light acceleration and
discolours to tan. In stock.
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Island Christmas - Aromas of guava, papaya,
and strawberries with a bee note of freshly
picked peppermint leave for a Christmas-y
spice. Discolours to creamy colour, but does not
accelerate. In stock.

vanilla. No acceleration, but discolours to dark
brown, strong scent. In stock.

Essential oils
Sweet orange - Does not accelerate. Scent is
volatile and not strong, can be anchored with
lemongrass or use a 5-fold orange essential oil.
Soap might discolour to a light yellow.
Alternatives citrus oils include bergamot, lime,
grapefruit, lemon or litsea.

Peppermint - Crisp, clean, true peppermint
scent. In stock.

Pure Nature
Blue Spruce - Sweet Christmas scent with fresh
notes of cedarwood and pine essential oils.
Accelerates and discolours to tan, strong scent.
Currently limited stock.

Pine - Behaves well in cold process soap and
does not discolour, very strong scent. Some
people do not like the pine scent as it reminds
them of cleaning products. Alternative woodsy
essential oils are cedarwood, fi r, cypress for
black spruce.

Christmas tree - Nostalgic Christmas - gentle
wood tones underpin lighter notes of spruce for
a smooth and sophisticated seasonal fragrance.
Light acceleration and discolours to pale yellow.
Currently out of stock.

Clove bud - Accelerates and can cause seizing.
Use no more than 0.5% in soap.

Cypress and Bayberry - Like taking a walk
through an evergreen forest. Top notes of bay
laurel, ozone and eucalyptus. The hearty scent
of bayberry, moss and cypress supported by
base notes of incense, fi r and sweet balsam. In
stock.

Cinnamon leaf - Accelerates and can cause
seizing. Use no more than 1% in soap. Cassia,
nutmeg and ginger are alternatives options to
add a warm spicy element to your blends.
Peppermint - Slows down trace. Can be
combined with other fragrances
and essential oils to make them
more manageable. Does not
discolour and has a very
penetrating scent. Use in
moderation.

Gingerbread - A sweet, spicy and warm blend
of vanilla, ginger and spices. No acceleration,
but discolours to tan. Currently out of stock.
Holly Berry - Bright top notes of plum and tart
berries with a rich body of balsam, fi r and
cinnamon. Accelerates and discolours to beige.
In stock.

Spearmint - For a mint scent
that isn't as quite overpowering
as peppermint.

Mistletoe - A festive fragrance with top notes of
green apple and berries coupled with the heady
scent of Siberian pine. Light acceleration, but no
discolouration, strong scent. Currently limited
stock.

Frankincense and myrrh
essential oils are expensive, but
options for a blend, as is
sandalwood.

Peppermint mocha - A minty, chocolate blend
intertwined with notes of coconut milk and

Use the EO Calculator here to
check your blend for usage
rates.
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Winners, Discounts and Deals for September
WE HAVE A WINNER

DISCOUNTED
MOULD DEAL

Congratulations to Niki Dowe who won the
copy of The Ultimate Guide to Liquid Soap ebook that was up for grabs. This giveaway sure
was popular. We had the largest number of
people in the lucky draw to date. The good
news is that NZSMA members get 15% off
Ashley Green’s books. Check our the coupon
code in the Members’ Section of the website.

The picture pretty
much says it all.
Candle Creations
has offered
NZSMA members
another 10%-off
mould deal for
September.
Check it out here.

MONTHLY SPECIALS FROM THE SOURCERY
The Sourcery has the following deals available
for NZSMA members for September:

COCOA BUTTER AT 15% OFF
BeautyQuip has a 15%
off deal on their 100%
refined organic cocoa
butter as well as their
premium A-grade
edible raw cocoa
buttons, which weigh
about 2g each. Use the
coupon code COCOA
to take advantage of this
offer. Click here for refined and here for the
buttons.

Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil 5L$95.00
Organic Apricot Kernel Oil 1L - $90.00
East Cape Manuka Hydrosol 1L - $49.00
East Cape Kanuka Hydrosol 1L - $49.00
To take advantage of the special price offer
email your orders to glenda@thesourcery.co.nz

Members’ Benefits
NZSMA Members get a 10% discount off all purchases from the following local business partners:
Lotus Oils, Pure Nature, The Sourcery, and Zen Designs
As well as one-off discounts from other local sellers and 10% to 15% off some international sellers.
Check out the Members Section of the website for details.
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